Thank you for choosing this Icom product. Please read this manual carefully and completely before using this product.

■ Precautions

■ Battery cautions

* For the BP-204 Ni-MH battery

- Do not expose the battery pack to water, fire or heat. If the battery pack becomes wet, be sure to wipe it dry before using.
- Never store or use the battery pack in an extreme temperature environment above 50°C (122°F) or below -20°C (-4°F).
- Do not expose the battery pack to open flame or heat. Fire or heat may cause the battery pack to rupture or explode.
- Do not leave the battery pack exposed to direct sunlight or heat.
- Do not drop the battery pack.

■ Belt clip

To attach the belt clip:

1. Slip the battery pack over the arm until the belt clip is in place, and make a "click" sound.

To detach the belt clip:

- Remove the battery pack or case from the transceiver, if it is attached.
- Lift the battery pack with your left hand, and slide the belt clip in the direction of the arrow ( ).

■ Battery pack or case

- Do not touch or drop the battery pack or case when the transceiver is on or activated. This may result in water or dirt getting into the transceiver or the battery pack or case, and may result in them being damaged.
- Do not replace or charge the battery pack or case if it is damaged or broken.
- Do not use or carry the battery pack or case if it is damaged or broken.
- Do not touch the battery pack or case with wet hands.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with extremely high or low temperatures.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with high humidity or in direct sunlight.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive pressure.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive radio frequency interference.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive vibration.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive shock.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive wind.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive dust.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive salt.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive moisture.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive oil.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive dirt.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive sand.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive water.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive alcohol.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive salt.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive acid.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive base.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive grease.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive rubber.
- Do not use or leave the battery pack or case in areas with excessive plastic.
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